
CURATED FOR YOU
BRING THE BATHROOM OF YOUR DREAMS TOGETHER 
WITH COORDINATED DESIGNS FROM GROHE.

Harmoniously create the bathroom of your dreams 
with an ensemble of coordinated solutions from GROHE.

GROHE Indonesia 
Showroom:
Jakarta Selatan 12310
Palma Tower, Ground Floor.
Jl. R.A Kartini II, Kav. 6 RT 06/RW 14
Kebayoran Lama,
Phone : +62 21 75930501

TECHNOLOGY THAT 
MEETS YOUR NEEDS

Innovation is at the forefront of our complete 
solutions.

There's the Triple Core technology that ensures 
clean and healthy tap water. The SilkMove that 
provides easy and precise control. The DreamSpray 
that balances comfort and water delivery always 
and in all ways. The TurboStat that guarantees 
100% water temperature safety. And even powerful 
flushing systems that help maintain your 
bathrooms without the hassle. 

With GROHE, you can cohesively create your own 
bathroom to be as smart as you need them to be.

INNOVATIONS PRIORITIZING 
SUSTAINABILITY

As a leader of sustainability, we embrace 
responsible practices and innovations in bringing 
you end-to-end solutions to your bathrooms.
Like the cradle-to-cradle certified products,
with components that are reusable once the 
product reaches the end of its life, or features 
that provide efficient water management to users 
with up to 50% savings on consumption.

With the complete bathroom solutions from 
GROHE, you can create your bathrooms in 
harmony, without compromising on performance 
and sustainability.

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST

Our ranges of fixtures and fittings from the 
EuroSmart fitting, New Tempesta shower, 
Grohtherm thermostat, and BAU collections stand 
for our German legacy of outstanding quality. 

Proven and tested for over 87 years, GROHE 
inspires you to create your own bathroom in 
harmony with a complete solution you can count 
on from start to finish.



With designs that match your style, technology that meets your 
need, innovations that prioritize sustainability, and quality you can 
trust, GROHE now offers a range of collections to help you 
complete the bathroom of your dreams.

GROHE has put together a selection of fixtures and fittings to 
make coordinating your bathrooms a breeze. 

Design your bathrooms with a complete solution,
CURATED FOR YOU.

40344001
Essentials Accessories
Set Master 5-in-1

39992000
BauLines OP Toilet
305mm Indonesia
(w/o S&C)

39311000
Eurocube Counter basin
built-in 60

101330SH0
BauLines Ceramic
Toilet Seat SC

23322003
Eurosmart OHM basin M

26114002
Euphoria 260 shower system
THM bath

28961000
P-Trap 1 1/4

27514001
New Tempesta-F
Trigger Spray Set w.valve

39992000
BauLines OP Toilet
305mm Indonesia
(w/o S&C)

101330SH0
BauLines Ceramic
Toilet Seat SC

23322003
Eurosmart OHM basin M

28961000
P-Trap 1 1/4

40775001
Essentials Accessories
Set Guest 3-in-1

39125001
Eurosmart washbasin
under-counter 60

26305001
NTempCosmop. 200 shw
syst.OHM bath

27513001
New Tempesta-F
Trigger Spray Set

39992000
BauLines OP Toilet
305mm Indonesia
(w/o S&C)

101330SH0
BauLines Ceramic
Toilet Seat SC

28961000
P-Trap 1 1/4

40775001
Essentials Accessories
Set Guest 3-in-1

39198000
Eurosmart Counter
top basin 60

33265003
Eurosmart OHM
basin S

33300003
Eurosmart OHM
bath exp

27513001
New Tempesta-F
Trigger Spray Set

27577002
NTempCosmop 100 IV
rail set 600 dish 9,5

27.537Rp .000

34.965Rp .600

30.683Rp .400

24.809Rp .000

20.268Rp .000

25.977Rp .000

angle valve
1/2" x 3/8"

2x

angle valve
1/2" x 3/8"

2x

angle valve
1/2" x 3/8"

2x

At GROHE your full experience takes priority in 
our designs. 

User-centric at its core, every product is based 
on on three design values: easy, human, and 
performance. Design that clearly communicates 
its intention for ease of use. Functionality that 
supports the consumer, accessible and human in 
every way. And distinguished performance that 
speaks for the GROHE brand.

A complete solution that allows you to 
coordinate your dream bathroom with design 
that understands your needs.

DESIGNS THAT MATCH 
YOUR STYLE

For over 87 years, GROHE has demonstrated its dedication to 
providing innovative bathroom solutions for all. To this day, it 
stands as a testament to German heritage, offering impeccable 
performance and delivering only the best for you.

Driven by a user-centric design philosophy, we have a collection of 
products that seamlessly blend design, technology, quality, and 
sustainability, giving you a complete package that works in 
harmony.

From sophisticated fixtures and fittings made by world class 
designers, to quality innovations that prioritize your experience 
without compromising on sustainability, we have curated an 
ensemble of solutions that allow you to take a holistic approach in 
designing your own spaces. So you don't have to look far and 
wide to find everything you want and need in your own 
bathrooms.

With a wide range of selections that cater to diverse tastes and 
preferences, your entire bathroom can be made complete 
with total solutions that suit you best from GROHE.

CURATED FOR YOU

CURATED BATHROOM SOLUTION A

CURATED BATHROOM SOLUTION B

CURATED BATHROOM SOLUTION C


